Sentiments and emotions are transdisciplinary concepts.
Introduction
Sentiments and emotions are transdisciplinary concepts.
Depending on research focus, their expression in words and actions is triggered by a somatic event, emerges from the depths of the individual psyche or crystallises in a given sociolinguistic environment. Prior to all analysis in this paper, we reject the idea of any single origin of emotions; our basic posture is to consider them at the interface of a plurality of origins and scales of reality, ranging from the individual to the global context, from the immediate event to the long timescale of biological evolution. By analysing a set of historical documents produced by the Swiss administration in the first half of the 20 th century, we ask whether emotions can be observed throughout the years at the regional scale of continents and countries. 1 We ask whether variation in their expression and intensity correlates with historical events 2 and the evolution of diplomatic and administrative practices. The novelty of this line of questioning lies in spanning several fields of research and implies both methodological and theoretical reflexivity to contain its historical object.
Our work requires adopting a ›remote reading‹ posture. We shall use ›sentiment analysis‹, a wellknown set of computer-assisted methods for identifying subjective affects in data; in our case, texts written in a natural language. We shall combine the individual texts published, and the Swiss ambassador had to resign. 7 He had not met the expected diplomatic restraint.
Diplomats and the evolving culture of diplomacy
The authors of our corpus, the diplomats, are experts. 8 They have their own professional habitus and language (cf. infra). We could speak of a culture of diplomacy that ritualises feelings and guides the risk associated with them in orderly ways. The term ›diplomacy‹ has a twofold meaning: On the one hand, it signifies the substance of diplomatic affairs and on the other, the style and manner in which such businesses are conducted. Traditionally, at the centre of diplomatic activity used to be the representation. While explaining the formation of diplomatic forms and styles in Europe, Pietro Gerbore speaks of a diplomatic ceremonial of envoys: In Venice and Rome, for example, the diplomats accompanied the dignitaries because they represented the prince or the government of their country. 9 Rank, priority and precedence play(ed) an important role in the diplomatic game. 10 Today, state visits still display old elements of such ceremonies: the red carpet, the music band, the (military) honour guard, the festive reception, etc.
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In the second half of the 20 th century, the design of diplomacy was less solemn. Negotiations, correspondence (notes, reporting), protection of interests, press and propaganda were typical tasks of an embassy. 12 These activities had been regulated internationally in the Vienna Convention of 1961. The regulation was necessary because, with the growth of the number of states and the expansion of state functions, the number of embassies and diplomats had grown rapidly. 13 Switzerland initially had more consulates than diplomatic missions. On the eve of World War II, the confederation maintained a network of 121 consular offices, some of them professional and some honorary.
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The reasons for the extension of the diplomatic service were above all the increasing Swiss exports and emigration. 15 Compared to the professionalisation of the 
Scope and limitations
Our algorithmic analysis of the Swiss political reports is of course subject to a series of material contingencies.
The original documents of the E2300* fond are printed on paper of diverse qualities and formats, which required scanning and optical character recognition. • identified as written in French by their metadata 24 • >400 characters long (a short paragraph)
• >20 single words long after tokenisation 25 • >70% of words clearly identifiable as French 26 The corpus totals 15,584,725 words, of which 35% are meaning that it is not the development in the diplomatic service that shapes the activities of an ambassador but the experiences he has made in his previous career.
He argued that the most important instrument to influence the activity of a diplomatic post is reduced to the selection of its chargé d'affaires. 22 TSA could verify such statements against a broad empirical foundation, for instance by following the evolution of the language of a given ambassador or by examining correlations between professional promotions or transfer of Figure 1 : Count of reports in function of their number of words. 27 The average (660 words, black line) lies far beyond the median (380 words, maximum peak of count), due to a few documents exceeding 10 pages (10,000 words). We further hypothesise that sentiments show a chronological evolution, which can be correlated with general or specific political, economic or cultural trends. In such a way, TSA can contribute to a history of the administration, to a description and analysis of diplomatic and administrative practices. For this, we need our data to be sufficiently fine-grained on the historical time scale.
The date of most political reports in our possession is expressed in time spans covering several years. In effect, the dating is not based on the documents themselves but on the associated metadata in the archival database of the Swiss Federal Archives (SFA). Figure 4 illustrates the historical distribution of these dates (cf. Figure 2 The presence of Swiss envoys in North America should rather be understood in terms of political proximity.
On the opposite, many countries of Asia and Africa still lack Swiss representation by the end of the 1960s, Figure 1 : Count of reports in function of their number of words. 27 The average (660 words, black line) lies far beyond the median (380 words, maximum peak of count), due to a few documents exceeding 10 pages (10,000 words). • Ekman, Friesen, Ellsworth: 40 anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise • Ekman, Friesen, Ellsworth: 40 anger, disgust, fear, joy, sadness, surprise 43 Some propose a graduation of basic emotions and 
A State of Practice in Sentiment Analysis

Sentiments, feelings, affects and emotions
The If an algorithm is to attribute sentiments to data of any type, it needs a predefined discrete and finite set of sentiment categories. Whether such a set can be constructed at all is of course in dispute, 33 as much as the ›real difference‹ between sentiments, feelings, affects, emotions and opinions. 34 Plamper, like other authors, overcomes the latter by encompassing all of these terms in a meta-concept. 35 For ourselves, except for ›opinion‹, we shall treat these terms as synonyms, since their distinction provides no added value in our context. We also concur with Plamper or Scheer 
Textual sentiment analysis in popular approaches
TSA uses mainly two classes of methods to detect sentiments in texts, based on either a lexicon or machine learning. Internet Movie Database, for instance, provides user comments associated with an ordinal rating, ranging from one to ten. 53 The training itself is based on n-gram frequencies in the training set and can thus be compared to the use of a hidden lexicon. Nevertheless, this hidden lexicon is always, per definition, adapted to the set of texts on which the sentiment detection was trained.
The most used supervised machine learning methods 54 in sentiment analysis are Naive Bayes Classification; apply their method to standard datasets designed for testing sentiment prediction performance 56 and conclude that »lexicon embeddings, attention mechanism and CCR are effective in general sentiment analysis«. 57 A gap between machine learning and historical research still needs to be bridged. In further work, we endeavour to use this type of methods to construct corpus-oriented sentiment lexica, notably by the use of machine learningsupported word sense induction. 58 In this study, we focus on a lexicon-based approach with a predefined lexicon. However, we have felt a need to adjust it.
Adjusting to the Context
A French sentiment lexicon
We developed our analysis algorithms using the R Authors, political entities, and sentiment dictionary compilers: the three subjects of sentiment expression
Context adjustment is a difficult task of TSA, especially in lexicon-based approaches. Some authors propose specific lexica for domains like finance. 68 Others develop automatised methods for lexicon-adjustment. 69 For our purpose, we have manually adjusted the FEEL lexicon, following a preliminary analysis in which we used its original version. We were surprised, in effect, by the most frequent terms in our corpus marked with positive vs. negative polarity in FEEL (Figure 6 ).
Unsurprisingly, words associated with the exercise of political power occur most frequently in our corpus.
Surprisingly, FEEL associates such words with sentiment polarity ( Figure 6 ). To make sense of the lexicon and to define a more solid base for its adjustment, we have decided to distinguish between three types of emotions or, more precisely, between what we shall name the three subject levels of emotional expression. The first two levels reflect what sentiment analysis also defines as subjectivity classification. 70 The third one, we introduce.
Expressions reflecting the feelings of the author(s)
of a report. These include ›triste‹ or ›heureusement‹, formulations such as ›de plus en plus‹ (denoting a fear of excess) or negative turns (›non‹, ›ne pas‹).
Expressions reflecting emotionally shaped states of
political entities, such as ›guerre‹, ›crise‹ or ›paix‹. At the level of the author, these lemmas are objective facts, but they definitely indicate a non-neutral 
Sentiment scores and their global distribution
In textual statistics, simply measuring the proportion of lemmas associated with a specific sentiment is not 
Global Results and Interpretation
Sentiment groups
We present our detailed results in the section ›Individual cases‹. Globally, we observe that sentiments can be 
The theoretical background: places as synthetic subjects of sentiments
In psychology, the usual subjects of emotions are human individuals, observed in a precise moment. In our case, we are dealing with aggregate emotions of entire sets
The historic background
Before all interpretation, we need to set our results against a general historic background. The major known events We argue that aggregate subjects of emotions do exist.
In fact, as we have discussed in earlier work, the acting subject of any action, including sentiment expression, is always a synthetic individual. 74 In our case, we aggregate reports based on the place and time of writing.
Sentiments expressed by these sets of political reports are the sentiments of these sets, not sentiments of isolated and associated terms ›troupe‹, ›armer‹ and ›militaire‹. It is striking that, according to our three subject levels of emotional expression defined earlier, the most influent sentiments cannot be attributed to the level of authors'
reports (1) In our case, a fourth, easily forgotten actant intervenes:
• the sentiment lexicon itself o produced by a specific scientific method ■ applied to a specific set of data The relation between the three subject levels of sentiment expression and the synthetic subject however, making this latter distinction would imply a total revision of the more than 10,000 terms of the FEEL dictionary, which we could not accomplish at this stage; thus, our sentiment scores do not account for it. We shall keep track of these levels, however, in our interpretation of individual cases. The joy of this success of Swiss diplomacy seems visible in Figure 20 . Yet, we did not find more specific terms related to these events in our corpus with text-mining techniques ( Figures 9-11) . We venture the suggestion that these events had a deeper, more ›subconscious‹ We endeavour to achieve this by a more systematic distinction between the first-and the second-level subject of emotion expression in the sentiment lexicon.
Individual cases
Generally, we believe that TSA offers a powerful 
Discussion
In our approach, we have applied a most basic method of sentiment analysis, relying on a precompiled and manually edited sentiment lexicon. Yet, we observe variations in sentiment expression over the course of time, which correlate with historical events. Local specificities can be observed as well.
Sentiment analysis contributed most to our knowledge about sentiments in the administration by identifying the Tokyo reports with strikingly strong sentimental expression over a large set of documents.
This identification opens perspective for further focused research on the personal role of the Swiss ambassador in Tokyo for shaping bilateral relations.
In the case of 1930s documents from Stockholm, the method proved itself useful in identifying moments of important social change and giving insight into the interpretation of these events by the Swiss administration.
We can expect emotions expressed by individuals in an administrative apparatus to reflect political or historical events, as much as the other way around.
In this respect, it is possible to more closely examine
Keller's statement, whereas »the person shaped the activity«. 94 The analysis of such emotions can contribute to a history of the administration that is not only the history of the rationality of an institutional order, as Max Weber stressed. For a history with diplomatic and administrative practices in its focus, it should be possible then to detect special events, respectively the feelings they evoke against the backdrop of the prevailing mood for each country. 
